
 

‘Good Morning Scholars, you are listening to 1040 AM , the Scholars Radio’….this is what we listen to 

every Wednesdays during the recess time or this is how we begin our recess time, by listening to our 

own radio station—Scholars Radio 1040 AM 

The idea was planted many years ago but came into full, live existence last academic year onwards. 

The Scholars Radio is all about providing betterand newer ways of showcasing the talents of the young 

ones.  A panel of teachers work together for the success of this great idea. 

We had our young, talented students in our mind when we started off with this idea-a novel platform to 

unleash their aptitude in different branches of radio broadcasting, including jockeying,  the art of 

interviewing subject experts ( mostly teachers ) and presenting information and entertainment in a 

professional way.   

The radio has its own logo and theme song as well. The logo was chosen through, ‘Scholars Radio Logo 

Contest’ and the winner was Ms. Krishna Suresh of Grade 10.  

 

The radio has a beautiful jingle as well, composed by our own talented teacher Mrs. Elizabeth.  This 

year, we have kept a contest for the ‘Radio Jingle’ where students of grade 6 and above are eligible to 

participate.  The rules are detailed in the main section. 

Most of the shows are run by groups of students from different classes.  Almost all the classes are given 

chance to perform on the radio.  Sometimes individual interviews are also aired. 

The programmes include recitation, storytelling, school news, international and local news interesting 

facts, jokes quiz, interviews with teachers etc.  Sometimes movie songs are also aired as it provides 

entertainment. 

Everyday, morning assembly is conducted through the radio. It includes Holy Quran recitation, the UAE 

national anthem, School Prayer and Pledge as well.  Special messages from the Principal is also aired 

from time to time.  

Indian national anthem is played through the radio at the end of each day’s school session. 

Scholars has always been unique in bringing out the best talents from our students and we believe that 

Scholars Radio too is a giant leap towards that aim. 

Enjoy our programmes. 



 


